Development of Metal-Organic Frameworks for Biomedical Applications – A Review
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Abstract—Metal-organic frameworks (MOFs) are porous materials made from coordination bonding of organic linkers and metal nodes. Nowadays, MOFs have already achieved a considerable growth in many fields including in bio-related applications. In this review, we focus on the alternative, green route of MOFs synthesis as well as their toxicological properties. We also highlighted the potential of MOFs as therapeutic agents and nano-MOFs (NMOFs) for biomedical sensing. Water as an alternative media for MOF synthesis showed excellent results in term of particle size, stability and selectivity. Toxicological assessments revealed Fe (III) and MIL-100 as the most promising metal and MOF for medical applications. It was also shown that MOFs are sensitive towards physiological and pathological criteria such as pH, fluorescence and O₂. Although many attempts have been made in utilizing MOFs for bio applications, further improvements should be considered before MOFs can become effective therapeutics options.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Metal Organic Frameworks (MOFs) are porous crystal structures that comprises of metal ions linked with organic molecules in a large framework. These metal-organic linkages create secondary building units (SBUs) which resulted to one-dimensional (1D), two-dimensional (2D), and three-dimensional (3D) structures. Repetition between fragments (unit cells), which expended in each direction lead to the formation of coordination structures [1]. Although a number of MOFs were synthesized early 1990s but the term of “Metal-Organic Frameworks” was firstly reported by Omar Yaghi’s group in 1995 [2] as subclass of coordination polymers and often is well-known their porosity (up to 90%) and internal surface area (beyond 6000 m²/g) [3–5]. Based on types of metal centre’s coordination and how organic linkers combined with, MOFs have introduced several important topologies of ‘nets’ such as primitive cubic (pcu), queen of MOFs (qom), twisted boracite (tbo), northwestern topology (ntt) and extended biphenyl (etb) (Fig. 1) [6]. The pcu net is exemplified by MOF-1001 [7] in which linear organic linkers built a simple cubic unit cell. MOF-177 [7] is a case of qom net created by tritopic linker, while tbo net can be formed by using the same linker but expanding in different direction (different SBU) such as in MOF-199 [8]. Other nets such as ntt (Cu₃(TDPAT)) [9] and etb (IRMOF-74) [7] are constructed by hexatopic and tetratopic linkers respectively.

Fig. 1. Five types of net in MOFs structures. a) pcu b) qom c) tbo d) ntt e) etb.

The methods to synthesize MOFs are not so different from zeolites, in which both crystals are slowly grew by solvothermal reaction [10]. There is an approach called templating that utilizes the metal-binding solvent like water and N,N-diethylformamide where the metals were allowed to bind with hydrogen when the solvents were evacuated [11]. This method is beneficial for gas storage purposes, although, in terms of growing time and scaling up problems, microwave-assisted solvothermal technique is more preferable [12,13]. The chemical and thermal sensitivity as well as high reactivity of MOFs have
made direct synthesis challenging. To manage these problems and to expand new functionality, several new MOFs have been produced by post-synthesis modifications [14]. This is done by exchanging organic linker or metal during post-synthesis, where the initial structure is washed by solvent and then is soaked in solution containing new organic linkers or metals (with consideration of reaction conditions such as pH and temperature) [15–17].

Emerging different types of MOF based on functionality and topology lead to a wide range of applications such as in drug delivery [18], biosensing and bioimaging [19], catalysis [20], separation [21], and storage media [22]. Due to the highly tunable nature and potency of synthesis in nanoscale, MOFs are now touted as an alternative to drug delivery platform compared to conventional nanocarriers [23–26]. By having a specific functional site, higher molecular specificity can be achieved which is useful for biosensing and bioimaging [27–29]. This property allowed for better DNA/RNA sensing, small bimolecular sensing, enzyme activity sensing, computed tomography (CT) and magnetic resonance (MR) imaging. Although there are many similarities between MOFs and zeolites, MOFs have unique advantages in catalysis application. Firstly, organic linkers in MOFs can be synthesized from a different sort of chemicals. Secondly, thermal stability of MOFs is recognizable as compared to zeolites [30] and finally, many zeolite-like MOFs are persistent in terms of microporosity even when the solvent is evacuated [31–33].

In the past decade, MOFs have generated a great deal of attention; the number of review study related to MOFs has increased remarkably. Between the year of 2010 and 2012, three highlighted reviews for the importance and potentials of MOFs in biomedical applications were reported [34–36]. Considerable challenges encountered such as synthesis by nontoxic solvent, scarcely available in vivo and in vitro data, surface modification, sensing, and imaging have already been revealed and reviewed by literatures [37][38]. Although there have been several reviews on the potential functionality of MOFs in several applications, we are focusing on MOFs which were cleanly synthesized with the least toxicity. For example, with the goal of green synthesis for biomedical applications and according to the view of eliminating the use of toxic solvents, the ability of MOFs to be produced through recycling method is shown. We select and emphasize the considerable potentials of MOFs in relevant fields based on unique attributes which would open a window for disease therapy and biomedical application in the future.

II. GREEN SYNTHESIS OF METAL-ORGANIC FRAMEWORKS

A. Eliminating the use of toxic solvents

Many different classes of organic solvents, including aliphatic hydrocarbons, aromatic hydrocarbons, amines, esters, ethers, ketones, and nitrated or chlorinated agents are well-known as biologically hazardous. For example, N,N-dimethylformamide (DMF) is identified as a toxic mutagen and thus a potential threat for the environment [39–41]. In addition, hydrofluoric acid (HF) is an extremely corrosive acid used for many purposes including mineral digestion, surface cleaning, etching, and biological staining, in which, based on exposure will lead to eye [42], skin [43], liver and kidney damage in the long-term [44]. To apply MOFs for medicinal purposes, it is required that these toxic solvents to be avoided [45].

Commonly, MOFs are synthesized by solvothermal batch reaction in Teflon-lined stainless steel bombs or glass pressure tubes using organic solvents such as 1-octanol [46], DMF [47], ETOH [48] and HF [49]. Finding a clean route to the synthesis of new Zn(II)-carboxylate MOF using water was considered by Martin Schröder and co-workers [50]. This was the first time that MOF was synthesized by applying near-critical water (300 °C) as solvent which produced an isolated narrow pore diameter [Zn_2(H)(dmf)]_2 without water bound to Zn(II) metal centers. Moreover, thermal gravimetric analysis (TGA) confirmed a high thermal stability (up to 425 °C) and a high adsorption enthalpy (11.0 KJ.mol⁻¹) for H₂ at zero coverage. Comparison between HF-dependent and HF-free synthesis of nano sized MIL-100 with regard to crystallinity, porosity, particle size, and yield was carried out in 2013 [51]. The possibility of obtaining higher yield (~1 g) clear-cut MIL-100 nano-MOFs by enhancement of the reaction mixture and using another form of iron without any toxic mineralizing agents was shown. Comparison between the two nanosystems on the loading capability and drug-release kinetic profile of anti-HIV (azidothymidine triphosphate, AZT-TP) drug was illustrated, also substantial loading capacity and low in vitro toxicity were observed. While MIL-100 nano-MOFs was synthesized by the solution of iron metal and trimesic acid in water and HF conventionally, HF-free route (called diluted HF-free here) was reported recently based on iron chloride hexahydrate as a procedure to avoid using the toxic HF [52–54]. According to Table 1, the size of MIL-100 nano-MOFs were 140 ± 25 (nm) and 225 ± 12 (nm) for diluted HF-free and HF-free, respectively, which were better than the ones with the presence of HF.
Hydrophilic and highly water stable MIL as well as fast transport kinetics of CO₂ makes this material ideal for use in removing organic pollutants. In this regard, graphene oxide (GO), carbon nanotubes (CNTs) were used as platforms to pack Cu-BTC MOF and Fe₃O₄ magnetic nanoparticles (MNP). The nanocomposites were characterized and exhibited high crystallinity, nano-scale in size and remarkably porous surface area. Since methylene blue (MB) is well-known as organic pollutant and can cause health problems [61] such as mental confusion, nausea and eye damage, aforementioned synthesized nanocomposites were used as pollutant adsorption test. Generally, pollutants were adsorbed significantly more by nanocomposites compare to the parent materials. An improved formation and functionality of MOF through synthesis in presence of GO and CNT platforms were also identified.

### B. Recycling Approach

Polyethylene terephthalate (PET) is produced when ethylene glycol (EG) reacts with terephthalic acid (TPA) or dimethyl terephthalate (DMT) [62]. Mass consumption of this material (such as in packaging, movie tapes, x-ray films and many others), poor biodegradability and chemical recovery under natural route is still a serious challenge in environmental pollution and waste management [63, 64]. Regarding this issue, MOFs have shown promising characteristics for PET recycling purposes (Fig 2).

![PET as a recyclable material to build MOF.](image)

**TABLE I.** COMPARISON RESULTS BETWEEN HF AND HF-FREE SOLVENTS IN MIL-100 NANO MOFS SYNTHESIS [51]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameters</th>
<th>Synthetic procedure</th>
<th>HF dependent a</th>
<th>Diluted HF free b</th>
<th>HF free c</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fe source</td>
<td></td>
<td>Fe</td>
<td>FeCl₃ .6H₂O</td>
<td>FeCl₃ .6H₂O</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[Fe source]: M</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>0.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[BTC]:</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HF</td>
<td></td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Temperature: °C</td>
<td></td>
<td>200</td>
<td>130</td>
<td>130</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time: min</td>
<td></td>
<td>30</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yield: %</td>
<td></td>
<td>-8</td>
<td>-80</td>
<td>-80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STY: kg/m³/d</td>
<td></td>
<td>112</td>
<td>8 × 10³</td>
<td>12 × 10³</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Size: nm</td>
<td></td>
<td>235 ± 28</td>
<td>140 ± 25</td>
<td>225 ± 12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PDI</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C/Fe (theo=6)</td>
<td></td>
<td>6.2</td>
<td>7.0</td>
<td>6.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S_BET: m²/g</td>
<td></td>
<td>1700 ± 180</td>
<td>1350 ± 230</td>
<td>1500 ± 150</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(BTC: benzenetricarboxylic acid, HF: hydrofluoric acid, STY: space time yield, PDI: polydispersity index)

a Data obtained from [52]
b Data obtained from [54]
c Data obtained from [51]

It is noteworthy that the yield increased ten folds for free-HF synthesis (~80%) compared to HF-dependent synthesis (~8%) which allowed for new approach to scale up industrially. Moreover, the space time yield (STY), which refers to the mass of product produced per unit volume per unit time for both HF-free conditions (8×10³ and 12×10³ kg/m³/d) were higher than HF-dependent (112 kg/m³/d). The replacement of organic solvent in continuous flow synthesis of MIL-53(Al) by using high-temperature water (HTW) was also reported [55]. Scaling up of MIL-53(Al) to 0.5 kg through continuous flow synthesis strategy has shown promising results. Although MIL-53(Al) is available commercially, it is not cost effective for applications. However, the STY value for MIL-53(Al) using the green approach was reported as 1300 Kg m⁻³ d⁻¹ significantly higher than 160 kg m⁻³ d⁻¹ at commercial level [56, 57]. It seems that water is developing as the favorite green solvent for the replacement of hazardous organic solvents. For example, the zirconium-based MOFs (Zr-MOFs) was synthesized by Dirk De Vos and colleagues [58] and they applied Zr(SO₄)₂ as reactant and water as the solvent, to reason water is soluble for Zr⁴⁺ sources efficiently. Among three new Zr-MOFs produced, bcu-framework compounds revealed reversible structural disarrangement which can be attributed to the high density of defects in the structures.

The green synthesis route for Ti-based MOF have produced excellent water stability and high selectivity as well as fast transport kinetics of CO₂ [59]. Hydrophilic and highly water stable MIL-91(Ti) was built in the aqueous environment by two synthesis methods, hydrothermal and reflux. In hydrothermal,
In 2013, the use of waste PET as organic linkers was successfully achieved in the synthesis of MIL-53(Al) and MIL-47(V) by one-pot single step in aqueous solvent [65]. Aluminium hydroxide Al(OH)₃ and HCl were used to lower the pH in order to optimize the yield for MIL-53(Al). In addition, every step of the synthesis was carried out without purification of terephthalic acid (BDC) and dimethylformamide (DMF). According to Brunauer–Emmett–Teller (BET) analysis [66], the surface area was improved from 842 m²/g for MIL-53 sample calcined at 350 °C to 1481 m²/g at 400 °C by the elimination of impurities which is an emphasis on suitable activation. Recently, waste PET recycling approach was further developed in the preparation of five nanoporous MOFs (MIL-47, MIL-53(Cr), MIL-53(Al), MIL-53(Ga) and MIL-101(Cr)) [67]. After confirmation of nanoporous MOFs by PXRD, SEM and nitrogen gas sorption measurements, CO₂ and H₂ sorption tests revealed that MIL-53(Cr) and MIL-101(Cr) were best in terms of gas uptake among the products (Fig 3).

A similar work on the synthesis of Cr-MOF from waste PET as a source of BDC was reported which showed the comparison between sorption of synthesized and commercial BDC (prepared from Sigma-Aldrich) [68]. Importantly, Cr-MOF, PET-derived BDC observed better sorption profiles for N₂ and H₂ gases rather than commercial BDC. Furthermore, Uio-66(Zr) was synthesized successfully using PET-derived BDC and the N₂ and H₂ gas sorption was also compared with the ones using commercial BDC [69]. Spectroscopic observations revealed that commercial BDC reactants demonstrated better properties in terms of nano-size, density, BET surface area, pore volume, micropore volume and H₂ uptake. However, with regards to the N₂ sorption isotherms and economic strategy, PET derived BDC product was more preferred.

III. TOXICOLOGICAL CONSIDERATION

The study of nanoporous MOFs application in biomedical area is rapidly growing. MOFs is one of the most interesting recent advances in biomedical concerning toxicological aspects and treatment of disease. Since various types of MOFs are made by different metals, toxicity is a concern in biomedical applications. Most of the study in this area is focused on toxicological assessment before application to medicine. Of course, identification of non-toxic MOF (NMOF) as drug carrier should be a consideration for health benefits. In this part, we look at several in vitro and in vivo results which showed the lowest toxicity of NMOFs.

![Fig. 3. The CO₂ gas sorption of isotherms of (a) MIL-53(Cr) at 293 K, (b) MIL-101(Cr) at 293 K and H₂ gas sorption isotherms of (c) MIL-53(Cr) and (d) MIL-101(Cr) at 77 K. Reproduced with permission of Royal Society of Chemistry, from [67]; permission conveyed through Copyright Clearance Center, Inc. Confirmation number: 11834610](image)
A. In Vitro Study

After many years of synthesis and introduction of new MOFs, limited data for toxicity has encouraged researchers to report in vitro and in vivo for the produced MOFs [2, 52]. In vitro is associated with various biological processes that are made to occur outside the living cultured organism in media such as bacteria or mammalian cells for recognizing of potentially beneficial or hazardous chemicals. Starting from 2010, the toxicity of several Fe(III) carboxylate NMOFs (e.g., nanoMIL-53, nanoMIL-88, nanoMIL-100, and nanoMIL-101) were evaluated by Horcajada et al. [52]. By exposing various cell lines including the mouse macrophage J774.A1, human leukemia (CCR-F-CRM), human multiple myeloma (RPMI-8266) and human cervical adenocarcinoma (HeLa) cells to NMOFs, they successfully observed that iron (III)-based MOFs were non-toxic nanocarriers.

Doxorubicin, a chemotherapy drug was well-incorporated into a ZIF-8 (DOXO-ZIF-8) and the cytotoxicity was measured by Junior et al. [70]. They concluded that the assayed DOXO-ZIF-8 by three types of cell lines (mucoepidermoid carcinoma of the lung [NCI-H292], colorectal adenocarcinoma [HT-29], and promyelocytic leukemia [HL-60]) exhibited lower cytotoxicity than pure doxorubicin. The results was explained by the slower release of the incorporated drug. Furthermore, XRD and molecular docking calculation suggested that after adsorption of doxorubicin, while lattice parameters of ZIF-8 were not changed, doxorubicin interacted mainly with the surface of ZIF-8. Successful synthesis of MOF at nanoscale (various type of MIL, UiO-66 and ZIF-8) and assessment of IC_{50} for fourteen NMOFs were reported by Horcajada et al. [71]. Comparison of IC_{50} data revealed that Fe (III) carboxylate and zinc (IV) imidazolate were the least and the most toxic, respectively. Moreover, application of two cell lines including human epithelial cells from fetal cervical carcinoma (HeLa) and murine macrophage cell line (J774) showed higher cytotoxicity in J774 which was due to faster internalization of nanoparticles in the macrophage line. Along with in vitro test by zebrafish embryos, in vitro study carried out on human hepatocyte (HepG2) and breast cancer (MCF7) cells by 16 uncoated MOF nanoparticles in 2014 [72]. Exposure of MOFs to organic ligands and metal units individually at doses ranging from 1 to 200 μM for 24 hours illustrated that organic ligands were considerably non-cytotoxic. For the case of metals, even at the highest dose, the cytotoxicity for Co(II), Ni(II), Zn(II), Zr(IV) and Mg(II) salts were insignificant, while Cu(II) and Mn(II) salts showed high cytotoxicity even at low doses and Fe(III) showed moderate cytotoxicity. Strong correlation was found between in vitro and in vivo test for Mg-MOF-74 which exhibited the least toxic in both assays. The most promising and potential drug nanocarrier MIL-100(Fe) encouraged Horcajada et al. to find more relevant mechanisms of three cations Fe(III), Al(III) and Cr(III) in the MIL-100 toxicity [73]. After evaluation of physicochemical properties, four cell lines including Lung (A549 and Calu-3) and hepatic (HepG2 and Hep3B) were chosen to underwent cytotoxicity analysis by considering cell impedance, cell survival/death, reactive oxygen species (ROS) generation and the level of DNA damage. Eventually, MIL-100 (Fe, Al, Cr) NMOFs did not induce in vitro cytotoxicity, even at high doses in the p53 wild-type cell lines (A549 and calu-3 (lung) and HepG2 (liver)). Only toxic effect of MIL-100-Fe was observed in the hepatocarcinoma cell line Hep3B, which is stress sensitive (because it does not express TP53 and guardian of the genome). However, both Fe(III) trimesate nanoparticles, MIL-100(Fe), and its coated form with heparin had shown that cell recognition and uptake declined at the early incubation stages due to their low toxicity [74]. In vitro analysis of rosuvastatin adsorption and release using high-performance liquid chromatography (HPLC) was performed after successful synthesis of three types of MOFs through mixture of copper serinate, copper prolinate, and copper threoninate with essential amino acids (serine, proline, and threonine) [75]. Up to 0.25 g/g of rosuvastatin was adsorbed within copper threoninate and the release of the drug took five days. Recently, zinc-based NMOFs functionalized with folate for the encapsulation of 5-fluorouracil and in vivo analysis for three cancer cell lines were performed. The results indicated stronger cytotoxicity for 5-fluorouracil-loaded NMOFs compared to the pure drug [76].

B. In Vivo Study

In 2013, based on three MOFs structure (MIL-88A, MIL-88B-4CH_{3} and MIL-100), Fe(III) carboxylate NMOFs was studied in different aspects of toxicity such as animal behavior, water and food consumption, weight changes of body and organs, serum parameters, oxidative stress, oxidative metabolism, macro and microscopic histological observations with some insights on nano-particles biodistribution and elimination [77]. After intravenous administration, liver and spleen kept their function intact and showed no sign of constant toxicity and confirmed that Fe (III) carboxylate NMOFs as a non-toxic nanoparticle. According to the National Institute of Environmental Health Science (NIEHS, USA) and the Institute for Environment and Sustainability (IES, Europe), zebrafish is introduced as a well-chosen organism to explore the environmental toxicity effects. This approach to study the toxicity of MOFs was adopted by Maspoch and co-workers [72]. A diverse sets of nine MOFs among sixteen uncoated NMOFs were ranked for in vivo test in terms of the amount and severity of phenotypic changes in the treated zebrafish embryos. The method was established by Peterson et al. [78], [79] and modified by Nel et al. which then named scoring system [80]. They found that Mg-MOF-74 and HKUST-1 exhibited the least and the most toxicity, respectively. As this review [81] mentioned, a few in vivo data led to the difficulty in analysis of clinical issues, in addition, the authors concluded that more rigorous in vivo testing is needed.
for the most promising NMOFs/NCPs to establish their therapeutic and imaging efficacy. Unlike many in vivo assessment that took from 1 up to 30 days, Horcajada and co-workers [82] already reported in vivo results in shorter time (less than 1 day). They believe that nanoparticles are significantly influenced by their early interaction with blood constituents after intravenous administration. Followed by consideration of pharmacokinetics (PK) and biodistribution (BD), MIL-100 (trimesate and iron) was used as nanocarrier to study blood circulating profile and accumulation of NMOFs in liver and spleen. PK profile of MIL-100 NPs indicates an increase in the BTC (1,3,5-benzenetricarboxylates) linker level during the first 30 min, suggesting that nanoparticles act as a depot in bloodstream. Moreover, accumulation analysis proved it occurs mainly in the liver and some extent of spleen (respectively 45% and 4% of administration after 30 min) without any biotransformation (28% at 24h). Rapid recognition of bared MIL-100 NPs by immune system was shown in the last study. Horcajata et al. [83] demonstrated MIL-100 as the most promising MOFs for biomedical application due to green synthesis (bio-friendly microwave), physicochemical stability, in vivo and in vitro toxicity, high loading capacities and good degradation/release profile.

IV. METAL-ORGANIC FRAMEWORKS AS NEW GENERATION OF THERAPEUTIC AGENTS

Nanotechnology has offered a wide range of nanomaterials for many applications, especially in medicine which also known as nanomedicine. Although there are not enough reports such as toxicological, hydrophilicity and drug releases, MOFs as a new generation of nanomaterials have provided good potential for drug delivery platform [84][85]. For this part, we are going to review some potential MOFs for therapy based on the type of disease.

A possible way for treatment of HIV, using MIL-100, was explored by Horcajada et al. in 2013 [86]. They identified low cellular uptake and efficiency of anti-HIV drug (azidothymidine tryphosphate, AZT-TP). So that AZT-TP encapsulated by MIL-100 and resulted enhancement of high drug loading and release. Adsorption up to 24 wt% and maximal loading of 33 wt% by molecular sponges and further evidence from molecular modeling studies proved a strong agreement. More studies such as spectrophotometry, isothermal titration calorimetry, and solid-state NMR reveal that AZT-TP built strong coordination with unsaturated iron sites of nanoMIL-100. Furthermore comparing non phosphate AZT and AZT-TP interaction with MIL-100 was analyzed by Monte Carlo simulations and isothermal titration calorimetry (ITC). Both agreed that there is too weak interaction between AZT and pore wall of the MOF, in which led to poor loading and uncontrolled release.

The cytotoxic activity of 5-fluorouracil, a well-known drug for therapy of cancers, was evaluated by incorporation into Cu-BTC MOF [87]. Four cell lines including NCI-H292, MCF-7, HT29 and HL60 were applied for 48 hours. The breast cancer (MCF-7) and promyelocytic leukemia (HL60) cell lines were extremely affected. 5-fluorouracil attached in Cu-BTC MOF exhibited slower release (82% drug in 48 hours). On the other hand, in rodents the number of leukocytes of the peritoneal cavity, level of cytokines and nitric oxide production fell down significantly. To overcome encapsulation of highly hydrophilic anticancer produgs such as phosphate gemcitabind (Gem-MP) due instability and inability during the transmission of cell membranes, MIL-100(Fe) was studied as a drug carrier [88] (Fig 4). This anticancer drug showed a maximal loading around 30 wt% due to the strong interaction between the drug and iron trimesate matrices. Also, In vitro test on the pancreatic cell line (PANC-1), for the assessment of MIL-100 effects, has illustrated that Gem-MP loaded was nine fold more efficient. Moreover, degradation and loss crystalline structure was not observed after loading the Gem-MP.

A recent report [89] claimed that chlorine-based MOF can be a new alternative to combat colon cancer. In this regard, a MOF based on 5,15-di(p-benzoato)chlorine (DBC-UiO) was studied with the aim of improving its crystallinity, nanoplate morphology, framework stability, porosity, high photosensitizer loading and enhanced intersystem crossing. Surprisingly it indicated 13 nm red shift and 11 fold enhance in the extinction coefficient of the lowest-energy Q band compared to 5,15-di(p-benzoato)porphyrin ligand based MOF (DBP-UiO). After that, exploration of two colon cancer cell lines revealed that DBC-UiO was three times as more effective as DBP-UiO in generating \(O_2\) and much higher in photodynamic therapy (PDT) cytotoxicity. An indoleamine 2,3-dioxygenase (IDO) inhibitor was encapsulated in TBC-Hf MOF to induce the antitumor immunity system [90]. After activation of the immunity system, increased T cell infiltration in the tumors was founded. At the end highlighted immunological mechanisms, compensatory roles of neutrophils and B cells in tumor-associated antigens for T cells were identified (Fig 5).

Fig. 4. Schematic representation of Gem-MP encapsulation in MIL-100(Fe) [88].
Improvement of bioavailability and drug efficacy with the aim of treatment of lung metastasis was accomplished by Simon-Yarza and co-workers [91]. Smart mesoporous MIL-100(Fe) was chosen for specific pH-responsiveness and reversible aggregation behaviors in order to target tissue.

Along with toxicity analysis of MIL-89 and its formulated in polyethylene glycol (MIL-89 PEG), solving the Pulmonary Arterial Hypertension (PAH) problems by MOFs was investigated in 2016 [92]. By using previous preparation data [52] and spectroscopic characterizations [93], function of MOFs on endothelial cell inflammatory let to facilitated CXCL8 and ET-1 release from endothelial cells. Both MOFs represented non-toxic and anti-inflammatory properties as well as PAH drug carrier like sildenafil and bosentan.

V. METAL-ORGANIC FRAMEWORKS FOR BIOMEDICAL SENSING

Sensors play an ever more important role in medical technology with the aim of making medical devices even more effective and safer. Discovery of nanoscale structure with different shapes, size and composition has led to a well-developed nano-sensors [94]. A Copper-centered MOF was prepared by Jiping Chen et al. to detect Bisphenol A (BPA), an endocrine disruptor [95]. Large surface area and π-π stacking interaction between BPA and Cu-MOF were identified as the most important factors for enhancement of sensitivity in Cu-MOF. Using Tyrosinase (Tyr) as model enzyme, they revealed some important properties for BPA such as significant sensitivity of 0.2242 A M⁻¹, a low detection limit of 13 nmol L⁻¹, wide linear range 5.0 × 10⁻⁸ – 3.0 × 10⁻⁶ mol L⁻¹ and less than 11 s for response time. In 2015, during the expansion of new fluorescence investigation for thiol detection, UiO-MOFs-based was demonstrated as highly sensitive and selective for cysteine and glutathione with 10⁻¹¹ M [96]. Two cases, Mi-Uio-66 and Mi-Uio-67, were used to detect physiologically relevant amino acids in water and displayed good linear relationship between the relative luminescent intensities and concentration of RSH species in the range of 10⁻¹¹ to 10⁻³ M (linear coefficient 0.9902 – 0.9923). Real-time sensing of pH changes inside living cells is important for the understanding of physiological, pathological process and also intracellular drug delivery issues. With the aim of real time measurement of pH in a living cell by MOFs, Wenbin Lin et al. combined covalently fluorescein isothiocyanate (FITC) as a pH sensitive component with the UiO NMOFs [97]. F-UiO showed desired structural stability, high FITC loading, efficient fluorescence, excellent ratiometric pH sensing properties and efficient cellular uptake.

Oxygen, O₂ plays a vital role in aerobic respiration and the amount of it is associated to various diseases. Monitoring and quantifying O₂ level in living cells are thus crucial for cancer diagnosis, tumor pathophysiology assessment, and the evaluation of the therapeutic effects in anticancer treatments [98]. Apart from a number of methods, ratiometric oxygen sensing in living cell using MOFs was reported in 2016 for the first time [99]. For the purpose of design and synthesis of the aforementioned agent, Pt-5, 15-di(p-benzoato)-porphyrin (DBP-Pt) was used as an O₂-sensitive component while Rhodamine-B isothiocyanate (RITC) conjugated quaterphenyldicarboxylate (QPDC) was used as an O₂-intensive ligand. They were employed to construct the R-UiO MOF. The produced structure indicated good crystallinity, high stability and excellent ratiometric luminescence response to O₂ partial pressure. Furthermore, the applicability of R-UiO towards intracellular O₂ biosensor was confirmed by in vitro experiments. Recently MIL-53(Fe) was identified as a sensor device for glucose. Huang and colleagues analyzed the chemiluminescence (CL) for MIL-53(Fe) and found that the attached MOF leads to increased CL luminal in H₂O₂ (around 20 times higher) [100]. When it combined with glucose oxidase, a meaningful correlation between CL intensity and glucose concentration from 0.1 to 10 μM range, at the end 0.05 μM (S/N=3) was determined. Later on, with the prospect of a new strategy for detection of glucose in human serum in mind, glycine functionalized MIL-53(Fe) demonstrated more efficient oxidative behavior than pure MIL-53(Fe) [101]. Beside peroxidase-like activity, glycine-MIL-53(Fe) has shown more stable under alkaline or acidic conditions as well as higher sensitivity for detection of glucose and H₂O₂. A linear detection was observed for both glucose and H₂O₂ in range of 0.25-10 μM (0.13 μM detection limit) and 0.10-10 μM (49 nM detection limit), respectively.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

Given that MOFs are a rapidly-developed material, they attracted interest of biological and medical approaches. Eliminating the use of toxic solvents is an initial parameter to be considered in order to obtain nontoxic MOFs for the development of biomedical application. Water as a favorite replacement showed excellent results in term of particle size, stability and selectivity of MOFs. Furthermore, recycled waste PET...
as organic linker exhibited prospective results to synthesis MOFs compared to industrial products. Toxicological assessments reveal Fe (III) and MIL-100 are the most promising metal and MOF for medical applications. MOFs have shown it can be an emerging trend as carrier to enhance drug efficacy and bioavailability. Several works of combining drugs with MOFs have demonstrated a clear positive effect. MOFs were also shown to be sensitive towards physiological and pathological properties such as pH, fluorescence and O₂. MOFs should be considered for further studies on solving biomedical challenges as they can provide smart solutions, as suggested by current findings.
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